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renewable energy data, analysis, and decisions: a guide ... - renewable energy resource and other
geospatial data as inputs into their decision-making processes. decision-makers who rely on renewable energy
data to make good decisions include policymakers, investors, and system operators, as well as the universities,
nongovernmental organizations, and other institutions that support them. energy decisions reframed as
justice and ethical concerns - energy justice 1 energy decisions reframed as justice and ethical concerns
authors: benjamin k. sovacool1,2, *, raphael j. heffron3, darren mccauley4, andreas goldthau5,6 1 department
of business development and technology, aarhus university, birk centerpark 15, dk-7400, herning, 7400
denmark energy investment decisions in the industrial sector - energy investment decisions in the
industrial sector prepared for the energy information administration by r. neal elliott, ph.d., p.e. industrial
program director american council for an energy-efficient economy washington, dc december 9. 2007
introduction in contrast to the other sectors of the u.s. economy, the industrial sector is diverse with applying
behavioral strategies to energy decisions and ... - report beyond technology: strengthening energy
policy through social science. the remaining chapters describe the proceedings and conclusions of a workshop
held on june 18–19, 2014, in white plains, new york, to explore the application of behavioral strategies to
energy decisions and behaviors. convened by the american academy of spatiotemporal considerations in
energy decisions - jisea - spatiotemporal considerations in energy decisions sarah marie jordaan, b., ph.d.
assistant professor of energy policy and politics . university of calgary . the importance of time and space for
energy decisions •technology assessments typically focus on inputs and outputs. readying michigan to
make good energy decisions: renewable ... - readying michigan to make good energy decisions –
renewable energy executive summary the 40 renewable energy questions posted on the ensuring michigan’s
energy future website garnered 425 responses. the comment summary pie chart presents an overview of
comments received at the website. robust consumption and energy decisions - robust consumption and
energy decisions evan w. anderson, william brock, alan h. sanstad november 13, 2016 abstract we study a
simple model of economic growth where society’s preferences are a func- lecture 1: this course and the
u.s. energy system - social sciences to understand and shape real energy decisions, markets, and policies •
tools: economics, management, sociology, & political science • applied in the energy context to individuals,
households, organizations, social movements, and governmental entities • we won’t try to predict your energy
future; we will try to readying michigan to make good energy decisions - energy decisions is sound,
there are significant deficiencies that need to be addressed. for example, while in specific circumstances the
mpsc and interveners are able to review and examine comprehensive analyses commonly referred to as
integrated resource plans, these integrated resource plans are required only for large utility rochester, new
york: reducing energy costs for low- income ... - city energy: from data to decisions rochester, ny pop.
208,046. energy burden (the ratio of energy expen-ditures to household income) is a metric commonly used to
assess the relative cost burden of energy expenditures on households. of the approximately 80,000 executive
summary - michigan - overall question 1 – making good energy decisions: what information do energy policy
makers need to consider in order to make good energy decisions? 1 joint response from dte energy,
consumers energy, and mega executive summary . 1. energy policy choices must take into account the
substantial complexity that is delta force driving energy efficiency at uva - • energy: 20% reduction in
energy use intensity below 2010 by 2020 • nitrogen: 25% reduction below 2010 levels by 2025 • water: 25%
reduction below 2010 levels by 2035 • materials and waste: reduce the total tonnage of waste generated 50%
below 2014 by 2025. landfill less than 2000 tons by 2035. • land and building use off track - priceofoil 2040, aiming to guide decisions on energy investments and policies. it is a map that leads to climate disaster.
the focus of the weo, occupying about 80 percent of the report’s narrative and almost all of the public
communications, is on describing the new policies scenario (nps), an energy future that 15.031: energy
decisions, markets, & policies - 15.031: energy decisions, markets, & policies recitation 3 edmp: 14.43 /
15.031 / 21a.341 • lecture questions and discounting/present value • markets & the state •alternative
conceptions of the ideal state • c-learn •the climate game next week (w, f) • split into teams •3 groups then
split into two worlds •total 6 teams 1 energy production versus conservation - yet somehow, if energy
decisions are to be sensible, it all has to be collected, given proper weight, and communicated to those who
can make the best use of it. decision addressing applications of the california energy ... - decision
addressing applications of the california energy commission, pacific gas and electric company, southern
california edison company and san diego gas & electric company for approval of their triennial investment
plans for the electric program investment charge program for the years 2018 through 2020, and modifying
decision 12-05-037 european commission directorate-general for energy - european commission
directorate-general for energy last updated:26/03/2019 . tso certifications . n° opinion date opinion name . 1
25/11/2011 . commission's opinion on cre's draft certification decision for rte – c(2011) 8570; devon energy
uses real-time data and advanced analytics to ... - devon energy has implemented advanced data
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historian and analytics technologies to transform its data into actionable insights that support data-driven
decisions. this required close cooperation between the company’s operations technology (ot) and information
technology (it) groups. july 26, 2018 devon energy uses real-time data and city-level energy decision
making: data use in energy ... - learn from peers about city energy planning best practices • get access to
credible data and transparent, usable analytic methodologies • make data-driven energy decisions. the citiesleap technical report, city-level energy decision making: data use in energy planning, implementation, and
evaluation in u.s. cities, explores how a sample of ... simple multi-attribute rating technique for
renewable ... - deficiency. the resulting simple multi-attribute rating technique for renewable energy
deployment decisions (smart redd) model allows commanders to take mission attributes into consideration
when making deci-sions on which energy source is most appropriate for the mission as well as providing
information on opera- south lake tahoe, california: using energy data to partner ... - energy data to
partner on building energy efficiency actions. the city of south lake tahoe partnered with the energy
department and the . national renewable energy laboratory (nrel) to demonstrate how data and analysis can
inform more strategic energy decisions. nrel based its anal-ysis in-part on the city energy profiles how
americans make energy decisions - makovsky - how americans make energy decisions and the sources
and channels they trust the most . 2016 makovsky energy report executives at energy companies across the
spectrum may need to rethink how they are communicating and which channels they are using to reach
american consumers, concludes a guide to energy-efficient heating and cooling - start with energy star®
the average household spends more than $2,200 a year on energy bills, with nearly half of this going to
heating and cooling costs. the u.s. environmental protection agency (epa) can help you make smart decisions
about your home’s heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (hvac) system that can help save on ferc net
metering decisions keep states in the dark - 133 ferc net metering decisions keep states in the dark
benjamin hanna. abstract: as the effects of climate change increasingly become a reality, poli-cymakers have
recognized the need for more renewable energy , such as wind and making energy decisions - karg making energy decisions may 2006 rick karg, rjkarg@karg 5 13 making energy decisions 5 - will it affect
durability? the durability and value of a home are important. if an energy saving measure will reduce
durability, we should reconsider the investment decision-making in the oil and gas supply sectors investment decisions in the oil and gas supply sectors. the intended use of the information in this white paper
is to provide insights as to whether and how the national energy modeling system (n ems) might be revised in
the way the oil and gas supply modules incorporate price (a nd cost) expectations in formulating supply
investment decisions. do-it-yourself home energy audit - seattle - and heating system in order to make
informed decisions about energy efficiency upgrades. it is not meant to be a substitute for a professional audit
or for professionally installed efficiency upgrades. but there are many tasks that even a novice homeowner can
easily accomplish, and we focus on those activities. energy-relevant decisions in organisations within
office ... - energy conservation measures are oniy one — and quite an expensive — way ofmak-ing the use
ofenergy more efficient. higher energy efficiency can also be achieved by mak-ing sensible decisions about
future energy consumption, e.g. when new buildings are con-structed, or whenenergy-consuming equipmentis
purchased. however, this is rarely done, as department of labor office of workers’ compensation ... subchapter c—energy employees occupational illness compensation program act of 2000 . ... occupational
illness compensation program act of 2000, as amended . subpart a—general provisions . introduction . ... and
how can claimants obtain judicial review of final decisions on their claims? record of decision for
implementation of a wind energy ... - implementation of a wind energy development program and
associated land use plan amendments 1 introduction the u.s. department of the interior (doi), bureau of land
management (blm), is responsible for the development of wind energy resources on blm-administered public
lands. recent case decisions - digitalcommonsw.ou - decisions issued through 2-9-2019. this pdf version
of the newsletter is word-searchable. if you have any suggestions for improving the newsletter, please e-mail
the editorial staff at ou.mineralw@gmail. oklahoma oil and gas, natural resources, and energy journal recent
case decisions how will ‘disruptive challenges’ in the electric market ... - energy) co-hosted the energy
futures conference at the university of michigan, ann arbor on june 26, 2013. the conference brought together
experts from a variety of fields across sectors to consider the question of how disruptive challenges in the
electric market will impact michigan’s future energy decisions. on-site commercial solar pv decision guide
- on-site commercial solar pv decision guide 25 september 2014 . learn more at energy/betterbuildings page i
... owners navigate the decisions regarding installing solar photovoltaics (pv) on commercial buildings. this ...
buildings by setting energy savings goals, developing innovative energy efficiency resources, and adopting ...
supreme court of the united states - prepared by the reporter of decisions for the convenience of the
reader. see . united states. v. detroit timber & lumber co., 200 u. s. 321, 337. supreme court of the united
states . syllabus . oil states energy services, llc . v. greene’s energy group, llc, et al. certiorari to the united
states court of appeals for the federal circuit. no ... offshore fossil fuel exploration and development: a
review ... - offshore wind energy is a much greater threat to coastal tourism. 4. more jobs will come from
offshore wind energy than from offshore fossil fuels. this is not likely to be true, but it is an irrelevant argument
anyway. 5. professional nc fishermen oppose coastal fossil fuel exploration and development. the a decision
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support tool for sustainable bioenergy - fao - decisions on trade-offs between often conflicting goals.
decisions about bioenergy occur at two distinct levels: the national level in the definition of a bioenergy
strategy, and the specific project or investment level in an approval or licensing process. ideally, a government
has a clear strategy in place before making decisions on major invest- using renewable energy to drive
supply chain innovation - sing renewable energy to drive supply chain innovation 03 do you need renewable
energy in your supply chain? renewable energy resources, or “renewables” are naturally replenishing energy
sources that can replace coal, oil, natural gas, and nuclear power across your supply chain with clean, safe,
reliable power at low or zero carbon emissions. clean energy jobs legislation - olis.legate.or - clean
energy jobs legislation key policy decisions offset credits percentage of compliance obligation that can be met
with offsets house: up to 4 percent of compliance obligation may be met with offsets; at least one-half of
offsets used must provide direct decision establishing energy efficiency savings goals and ... - decision
establishing energy efficiency savings goals and approving 2015 energy efficiency programs and budgets
(concludes phase i of r.13-11-005) summary this decision authorizes pacific gas and electric company (pg&e),
san diego gas and electric company (sdg&e), southern california edison nuclear energy: statistics university of mississippi - today’s motivation the more people learn about nuclear power, the more
supportive they are of it {73% positive in clean and safe energy coalition survey in 2006. nuclear power plants
produce no controlled air pollutants, such as sulfur and particulates, or greenhouse gases. {the use of nuclear
energy helps keep the air clean, preserve the earth's climate, avoid ground-level energy efficiency
economics and policy - duke university - ment decisions that trade off higher initial capital costs and
uncertain lower future energy operating costs. in the simplest case, the initial cost is the difference between
the purchase g2067 making decisions: energy and home appliances - g2067 making decisions: energy
and home appliances shirley niemeyer, extension specialist, housing and environment figure 1. the
energyguide label lists approximate annual operating costs and estimate of how much energy the appliance
uses. energy-efficient appliances can save on utility bills, as may tips described in this nebguide. drillinginfo
positioned to reduce subjective biases in ... - drillinginfo positioned to reduce subjective biases in energy
decisions energy software giant acquires datagenic, an enterprise data management leader, creating the first
360-degree view of oil and gas commodities and real-time market snapshots london, oct. 4, 2017 /prnewswire/
-- drillinginfo, the energy industry's leading saas energy impact of consumption decisions - ideals cacdocumentno.135 energyimpactofconsumptiondecisions by clarkw.bullardiii and robertarendeen
centerforadvancedcomputation universityofillinoisaturbana-champaign ... economics of energy efﬁciency harvard university - economics of energy efﬁciency is at its heart a question of balancing of costs and
beneﬁts. for the individual energy user, this involves weighing the higher initial cost of purchasing energyefﬁcient products against the expected beneﬁts of future cost savings when operating the products, among
other considerations. a special supplement to building operating management ... - a special
supplement to building operating management/energy decisions he just turned $1 inenergy savings into
$1million thousands of other companies have done it too. inside,a look at what it will take for you to follow a
systems analysis of consumer energy decisions - decisions. this model will be named the consumer
energy decision model (cedm) and will only consider energy decisions deemed to be major – those that have
the potential to make significant reductions in energy use. the cedm will also assume the lifestyle of its users is
static.
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